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In this follow-up to his international bestsellers Anam Cara and Eternal Echoes, John
O’Donohue turns his attention to the subject of beauty—the divine beauty that calls the
imagination and awakens all that is noble in the human heartBeauty is a gentle but urgent call to
awaken. O'Donohue opens our eyes, hearts, and minds to the wonder of our own relationship
with beauty by exposing the infinity and mystery of its breadth. His words return us to the dignity
of silence, profundity of stillness, power of thought and perception, and the eternal grace and
generosity of beauty's presence.In this masterful and revelatory work, O'Donohue encourages
our greater intimacy with beauty and celebrates it for what it really is: a homecoming of the
human spirit. As he focuses on the classical, medieval, and Celtic traditions of art, music,
literature, nature, and language, O'Donohue reveals how beauty's invisible embrace invites us
toward new heights of passion and creativity even in these uncertain times of global conflict and
crisis.

“The author of the bestselling Anam Cara hits a lyrical mark again with this book….A lively and
informed discussion among great minds—a digest of provocative views on an inexhaustible and
compelling topic. This refreshing book falls like rain on the parched plain of contemporary
discourse.” — Publishers Weekly (starred review)From the Back CoverBeauty does not linger, it
only visits.Yet beauty's visitation affects us and invites us into its rhythm,it calls us to feel, think,
and act beautifully in the world:to create and live a life that awakens the Beautiful.Beauty is a
gentle but urgent call to awaken. Bestselling author John O'Donohueopens our eyes, hearts, and
minds to the wonder of our own relationshipwith beauty by exposing the infinity and mystery of
its breadth. His wordsreturn us to the dignity of silence, profundity of stillness, power of thought
andperception, and the eternal grace and generosity of beauty's presence. In this masterfuland
revelatory work, O'Donohue encourages our greater intimacy with beauty andcelebrates it for
what it really is: a homecoming of the human spirit.As he focuses on the classical, medieval, and
Celtic traditions of art, music, literature,nature, and language, O'Donohue reveals how beauty's
invisible embraceinvites us toward new heights of passion and creativity even in these uncertain
timesof global conflict and crisis.About the AuthorJohn O'Donohue (1956-2008) was a poet,
philosopher, and scholar and a native Gaelic speaker from County Clare, Ireland. He was
awarded a PhD in Philosophical Theology from the University of Tübingen, with post-doctoral
study of Meister Eckhart. John's numerous international bestselling books include Anam
Cara, Beauty, Eternal Echoes, and the beloved To Bless the Space Between Us (published as
Benedictus in Europe), among many others, guiding readers through the landscape of the Irish
imagination. Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.BeautyThe Invisible
EmbraceBy O'Donohue, JohnPerennialChapter OneThe Call of BeautyThy light alone --Gives



grace and truth to life's unquiet dream.Percy Bysshe Shelley, 'Hymn to Intellectual Beauty'Every
life is braided with luminous moments.I was with a friend out on Loch Corrib, the largest lake in
the West of Ireland. It was a beautiful summer's day. Time had come to rest in the silence and
stillness that presided there. The lake slept without a ripple. A grey-blue haze enfolded
everything. There was no division any more between earth and sky. Reaching far intothe
distance, everything was suffused in a majestic blue light. The mountains of Conamara seemed
like pile upon pile of delicate blue; you felt you could almost reach out your hand and pull them
towards you. No object protruded anywhere. Trees, stones, fields and islands had forgotten
themselves in the daze of blue. Then, suddenly, a harsh flutter as near us the lake surface split
and a huge cormorant flew from inside the water and struck up into the air. Its ragged black
wings and large awkward shape were like an eruption from the underworld. Against the finely
woven blue everywhere its strange form fluttered and gleamed in absolute black. She had the
place to herself. She was the one clear object to be seen. And as if to conceal the source as she
soared, she left her shadow thistling the lake surface. This was an event of pure disclosure: a
sudden epiphany from between the worlds. The strange beauty of the cormorant was a
counterpoint to the dreamlike delicacy of the lake and the landscape. Sometimes beauty is that
unpredictable; a threshold we had never noticed opens, mystery comes alive around us and we
realize how the earth is full of concealed beauty. St Augustine expressed this memorably: 'I
asked the earth, I asked the sea and the deeps, among the living animals, the things that creep. I
asked the winds that blow, I asked the heavens, the sun, the moon, the stars, and to all things
that stand at the doors of my flesh ... My question was the gaze I turned to them. Their answer
was their beauty.'Beauty Is Quietly Woven through Our DaysWhen we hear the word 'beauty', we
inevitably think that beauty belongs in a special elite realm where only the extraordinary dwells.
Yet without realizing it, each day each one of us is visited by beauty. When you actually listen to
people, it is surprising how often beauty is mentioned. A world without beauty would be
unbearable. Indeed the subtle touches of beauty are what enable most people to survive. Yet
beauty is so quietly woven through our ordinary days that we hardly notice it. Everywhere there
is tenderness, care and kindness, there is beauty. Despite our natural difficulties with our
parents, each of us has in our memory moments of deep love we shared with them. Perhaps it
was a moment in which you became aware of some infinite tenderness in the way your mother
gazed upon you, and you knew that her heart would always carry you as tenderly as it carried
herself. Or it might have been a phrase of affection that has continued to sound around your life
like a bright circle of blessing.In Greek the word for 'the beautiful' is to kalon. It is related to the
word kalein which includes the notion of 'call'. When we experience beauty, we feel called. The
Beautiful stirs passion and urgency in us and calls us forth from aloneness into the warmth and
wonder of an eternal embrace. It unites us again with the neglected and forgotten grandeur of
life. The call of beauty is not a cold call into the dark or the unknown; in some instinctive way we
know that beauty is no stranger. We respond with joy to the call of beauty because in an instant it
can awaken under the layers of the heart a forgotten brightness. Plato said: 'Beauty was ours in



all its brightness ... Whole were we who celebrated that festival' (Phaedrus).Beauty does not
linger, it only visits. Yet beauty's visitation affects us and invites us into its rhythm, it calls us to
feel, think and act beautifully in the world: to create and live a life that awakens the Beautiful. A
life without delight is only half a life. Lest this be construed as a plea for decadence or a self-
indulgence that is blind to the horrors of the world, we should remember that beauty does not
restrict its visitations only to those whom fortune or circumstances favour. Indeed, it is often the
whispers and glimpses of beauty which enable people to endure on desperate frontiers.Even,
and perhaps especially, in the bleakest times, we can still discover and awaken beauty; these
are precisely the times when we need it most. Nowhere else can we find the joy that beauty
brings. Joy is not simply the fruit of circumstance; we can choose to be joyous independent of
what is happening around us. The joyful heart sees and reads the world with a sense of freedom
and graciousness. Despite all the difficult turns on the road, it never loses sight of the world as a
gift. St Augustine said: 'The soul is weighed in the balance by what delights her. Delight or
enjoyment sets the soul in her ordered place. Where the delight is, there is the treasure.'
Perhaps this is why there is such delight in beauty. In the midst of fragmentation and distress
beauty draws the soul into an experience where an elegant order prevails. This brings a lovely
tranquillity and satisfies the desire of the soul. When the Beautiful continues on its way, the soul
has been strengthened by a delight that will further assist her in transfiguring
struggle.Continues...Excerpted from Beautyby O'Donohue, John Excerpted by permission.All
rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in
writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use
of visitors to this web site.Read more
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Glenn Russell, “A Beutiful Book Written By A Beautiful Man. Beauty by John O'Donohue is a
beautiful book written by a beautiful man. I find a book filled with such inspiring words difficult,
almost inappropriate, to read straight through. Many lines invite us to read and reread them and
then close the books and linger with their fragrance for days. I would like to give a sampling of
such lines here, taken from two of my favorite chapters - The Call to Beauty and The Music of
Beauty. I will also include a personal reflection on each quote."Indeed, the subtle touches of
beauty are what enable most people to survive. Yet beauty is so quietly woven through our
ordinary days that we hardly notice it. Everywhere there is tenderness, care, and kindness,
there is beauty." During this past year I have been studying ancient Greek philosophy. Turns
out, my favorite philosopher is Epicurus. One big reason is that Epicurus himself was noted for
his kindness and incorporated the importance of being caring, sensitive and kind into his
philosophy."Yet beauty's visitation affects us and invites us into its rhythm, it calls us to feel, think
and act beautifully in the world: to create and live a life that awakens the Beautiful." I have been
involved in the creative arts for many years but I have come to realize our greatest creation is to
become ourselves a being radiating beauty."Even, and perhaps especially, in the bleakest times,
we can still discover and awaken beauty; these are precisely the times when we need it most.
Nowhere else can we find the joy that beauty brings. Joy is not simply the fruit of circumstances;
we can choose to be joyous independent of what is happening around us." How true. John
O'Donohue invites us to raise our own inner vibration and experience the inner joy of simply
being alive. This is especially needed when we are facing our biggest challenges.". . . if our style
of looking becomes beautiful, then beauty will become visible and shine forth for us. We will be
surprised to discover beauty in unexpected places where the ungraceful eye would never linger.
The graced eye can glimpse beauty anywhere, for beauty does not reserve itself for special elite
moments or instances; it does not wait for perfection but is present already secretly in
everything. When we beautify our gaze, the grace of hidden beauty becomes our joy and our
sanctuary." Thank you, John. `Beautify our gaze' - the experience of beauty is an inner
transformation not a change of scenery."To behold beauty dignifies your life; it heals you and
calls you out beyond the smallness of our own self-limitation to experience new horizons. To
experience beauty is to have your life enlarged." Again, thank you, John. There is a rightness
and clarity when we see beauty in the world and we become fuller and more attuned to not only
the outside world by also to ourselves."Beauty is not to be captured or controlled for there is
something intrinsically elusive in its nature. More like a visitation than a solid fact, beauty invests
the aura of a person or infuses a landscape with an unexpected intimacy that satisfies our
longing." Indeed, intimate and mysterious beyond any words."To the human ear, however,
music echoes the deepest grandeur and the most sublime intimacy of the soul." I find this true
to my own experience. Music hits me at a much deeper level than the other arts. It is like an
internal dance with my nervous system."In contrast to most other forms of art, music alters your



experience of time. To enter a piece of music, or to have the music enfold you, is to depart for a
while from regulated time. Music creates a rhythm that beats out its own time-shape." Music is
so much connected to Eros and love. Both have a dynamic aspect that short-circuits reason and
reflection and both are transporting, absorbing, sensuous, kinetic, and involve your whole
person, body and soul, in a most corporeal and bodily way."There is a profound sense in which
music opens a secret door in time and reaches in to the eternal. This is the authority and grace
of music; it evokes or creates an atmosphere where presence awakens to its eternal depth." I
never tire of reading these words over and over again.Again, a beautiful book written by a
beautiful man.  Please pick up a copy and be inspired.”

Yarnies, “Life changing!. This is an amazing book filled with truths that will speak to your heart! It
has helped me to change my focus and find gratitude even when circumstances are kind of
grim.”

Paula Gardner, “Where have you been all my life?. During a recent online yoga class, the
Teacher read a passage that so touched me that I immediately afterward emailed her to ask the
source. John O'Donohue's work is so incredibly beautiful. It breathes right into my soul. I
purchased others of his work as well after reading this volume because I felt so at peace. And
was sorry to hear that he died a few years back. I would very much have liked to spend time in
his presence.His words are soothing and inspiring. His love of nature shines in all his work. And
his ability to see the beauty in everything and everyone is positively transforming.Read this. And
his other work as well.  You will feel like a new person--re-energized, hopeful, loving.”

Garrett Warrick, “Wonderful Amalgamation of Philosophy and Spirituality. John O’Donohue
manages to provide a perfect balance of proffering insightful information on day-to-day
philosophies of beauty while also connecting, or rather finding, other rooted philosophers
perspectives in the process. It makes for peaceful reading, because even though texts on
philosophy tend to be so heavily saturated with theoretical discourse associated with the major
Western thinkers (Aristotle, Plato, Seneca, Kierkegaard, etc.), O’Donohue assists the reader in
navigating through those individual perspectives, and threading them together to make
coherent, not overly complicated.”

turtlefarmgirl, “PLEASE put this on Kindle..... I have this in paperback and on Audible. I am
begging the publisher to put it on Kindle so that I can do searches for favorite passages, keep
notes, etc.”

Skye A. Hopkins, “Just What I Needed!. The timeliness of this book's message reminds me of
the old Burt Bacharach song, "What the World Needs Now..." but ending with this book instead
of love! This book's message is about REAL beauty, something that has truly been stolen from
most of us through today's hectic and media laden world. For those looking for a philosophical



solution to modern problems, this book is a must read and just the right length; it's not too short
or too long! Beauty is more mystically defined here, it is not the beauty that is manufactured by
models or movie stars, not even by radio stations and television. More than a "stop and smell
the roses" mentality, O'Donohue invokes deeper thinking on the part of the reader, something
that like beauty, is often absent in our world today.The book was required by my composition
class, and at first glance I didn't see how it would fit into the subject matter, but I am very glad my
instructor placed this on her readings list!”

Thaddeus, “invaluable beauty in these pages. I know my headline sounds a bit cheesy, but I
mean it with a whole heart. This book is so rich with poetical, literary and philosophical insight
that it's worth having a copy of your own. For a book that's this full of wisdom demands its
readers to return to it, like one returns to their favorite restaurant.I sent a copy to an old friend
when his mother passed away. There are sections on grief in the book that I thought would
console him. Too bad O'Donohue has died. I would have liked to keep reading his thoughts. You
can't read this book and not feel inspired to live a life that fosters what is true and beautiful.”

B3cc4M, “Amazing book!. Gift for a friend and its exactly as expected. John O'Donohue makes
Beauty approachable and weaves together a beautiful narrative of what beauty is like and good
for--not for selfish gain, but to point one to more and a greater telos. I'm listening to this on
Audible too and O'Donohue is the one who reads his own book and his Irish accent is
AMAZING! I highly recommend this book if you would like something that is good for thinking,
but in a light, fun sort of way :) (no dryness here!)”

Zisa, “Beauty is lovely. If you want to explore more of a spiritual way to look at beauty in our world
than you are looking at the book to do that with you. John O'Donohue is able to craft words into
feelings and images that touch your heart and soul and open your mind to new perspectives.
After reading I had to buy copies for friends of mine as well who also fell in love with it.”

justin, “Astonishing. It's so very rare to find a slow burn book that is so rich in content that you
can only absorb a few pages a day. It's quite astonishing.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful read. Poetic, expansive, hopeful and inspiring. I love that I
have heard a few of O'donohue's interviews before picking this up--now i hear his rhythm, love
and joy in his words. I can't read a lot at once; it's dense. But find I take in a little each morning
and night--- I reread sections to allow the ideas to really sink in.”

Lissa U, “Arrive early, good condition. Arrived earlier than expected and in good condition! Thank
you!”

JUDY RICH APPLETON, “Good Deal. The price was great, but the post office was unkind. Long



time shipping and the spine was crunched.”

The book by John O'Donohue has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 454 people have provided feedback.
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